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'Football looked at in a very different way' Pat Nevin, former Chelsea and Everton star and
football media analystFootball – the most mathematical of sports. From shot statistics and
league tables to the geometry of passing and managerial strategy, the modern game is filled
with numbers, patterns and shapes. How do we make sense of them? The answer lies in the
mathematical models applied in biology, physics and economics.Soccermatics brings football
and mathematics together in a mind-bending synthesis, using numbers to help reveal the inner
workings of the beautiful game.This new and expanded edition analyses the current big-name
players and teams using mathematics, and meets the professionals working inside football who
use numbers and statistics to boost performance.Welcome to the world of mathematical
modelling, expressed brilliantly by David Sumpter through the prism of football. No matter who
you follow – from your local non-league side to the big boys of the Premiership, La Liga, the
Bundesliga, Serie A or the MLS – you'll be amazed at what mathematics has to teach us about
the world's favourite sport.
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WhistleNotesAcknowledgementsIndexThe Kick-offMathematics can’t compete with football.
Football captures the hopes and dreams of nations. It brings us together in admiration of ability
and commitment. It has superstars and tactics, entertainment and excitement. Football covers
the back pages of newspapers and fills our Twitter feed. Tens of thousands of fans cram into
grounds, and billions of people watch the World Cup on TV. Compare this with mathematics.
Obscure academic journals lie unread in empty libraries. Seminars are attended by two gently
snoring professors and a small group of bored PhD students. Football and mathematics? There
is no competition.If mathematics could compete with football, then we would be ready to pay
£40 a month for a subscription to Sky Mathematics. Instead of spending Wednesday evening in
front of the Champions League, we would load up Khan Academy and brush up on linear
inequalities. If mathematics could compete with football, we would spend our November
afternoons sitting on freezing plastic seats watching Marcus du Sautoy blackboard out that
cocky Manc physicist from the TV. Arsenal one, Oldham Athletic nil. Instead of saying, ‘It’s a
game of two halves’, we’d say, ‘It’s a single division of the unit interval into sets of equal
measure’. Instead of ‘He gave 110%’, the commentator would say . . . well, he’d say, ‘He gave
100%.’It is not as if mathematics wasn’t given its chance. We all sat in school learning our times
tables and tapping numbers into calculators. All those hours spent trying to remember whether 7
times 8 is 56 or 54, or whether the pi are squared or circled. Given all that time, and all that



training, you would think that people would have noticed if mathematics was as exciting as
football. But it seems that most people can’t be so easily fooled. There may well be quite a few
people who enjoy maths, but there are many, many more who totally love football.I am one of
those people who enjoy maths almost as much as I enjoy football. I am a mathematics professor,
and I spend my day creating and understanding mathematical models. But even I wouldn’t go as
far as to claim that maths can compete with football. It can’t. The numbers are against
it.Sometimes, when I look up at football and then back down at my maths books, I start to
wonder what exactly I am doing with my life. Here I am, a professor of applied mathematics. I
work on a wide range of different and interesting problems, with researchers from around the
world. I have the opportunity to travel widely, to present my work at conferences in exotic
locations, and to visit world-leading universities. All of this should be like playing for England. But
it isn’t, and I know it isn’t. Being a mathematician is respectable, but it is nothing like succeeding
in football.The great footballers not only master technique and skill, they also achieve incredible
levels of physical fitness. Footballers certainly aren’t thick. On the contrary, the first thing football
scouts look for in youngsters is ‘intelligence’, the ability to see quickly what is going on around
them and to plan for all eventualities – something we academics might call spatial reasoning.
Nor are footballers lazy. They are highly motivated, focused, driven individuals who decide from
an early age that they want to succeed. Footballers are worshipped because they really have
achieved greatness. The rest of us can only dream.I’m the type of person who can’t stop myself
from dreaming. Despite now being 42 years old, and with two left feet and only a moderate
interest in working out, I can’t stop myself from believing that I can contribute to football. After all,
planning and reasoning were also on that list of prerequisites for footballing success, weren’t
they? These are things I am good at. Maybe maths has something to offer football? And just
maybe, football has something to offer maths?There are good reasons to believe that my hard-
earned modelling skills may prove useful after all. Numbers play an increasingly important role in
football. Player and team rankings, assists and goals, possession and passing rate, tackle and
interception frequency are just a few of the stats that feature in match reports. Detailed
‘chalkboards’ of corner angles, passing timelines and positional heat maps are displayed on
managers’ computer screens in post-match briefings. But these numbers are just a starting
point. Mathematics is about putting statistics together in a way that allows us to see what is
going on. Once we have numbers, mathematics gives us understanding.There is a whole range
of footballing questions that can be answered using mathematics. What is the probability of two
last-minute goals in a Champions League final? Whatever Manchester United fans may say, this
is a question about the nature of pure randomness. Why is Barcelona’s tiki-taka passing so
effective? This is a question of geometry and dynamics. Why do we give three points for a win in
league games? This is a question of game theory and incentives. Who is best, Messi or
Ronaldo? This is a question of large statistical deviations. What do heat maps and passing
statistics actually tell us about a game? This is a question for big data and networked systems.
How can bookies offer such attractive-looking spread bets? This is a question of combining



probability and psychology. And why are these odds so hard to beat? This is a question of
collective intelligence and averaging.I will answer all these questions and more in this book, but
my ambition stretches further. Soccermatics isn’t simply about providing you with a few maths-
related football facts that you can tell your friends down the pub; it’s about changing the way you
look at both maths and football. I believe that the two have a lot to offer each other and, while
maths can’t compete with football, both subjects can learn from each other. Maths can be used
to understand football, and football helps to explain mathematics.Football and maths start from
the same point. Football starts with the ‘laws of the game’, the rules set out by the International
Football Association Board. What football managers have to do is solve the problem of getting
their team to win within the constraints imposed by these rules. Mathematics has its own set of
rules, which the mathematician has to apply to get the right answer to the question posed. By
following these rules, and with a little bit of inspiration, both the footballer and the mathematician
seek to reach their goal. Management and mathematics both start with theory.But the rules of
the game aren’t everything. It’s one thing for the manager to explain the importance of the
players holding their positions, but if a central defender picks up the ball in their own half,
charges with confidence towards the opponents’ goal and bangs it into the top-left corner, then
not even Louis van Gaal will complain. Most of us are happy to accept that what happens in
practice can be very different from what the theory says should happen. If everyone stuck to the
theory, then football matches – and life in general – would be very boring indeed.Exactly the
same point holds for mathematics. Of course, when mathematical theories are proved, then they
always remain true. Pythagoras’s rule gives us a relationship between the lengths of the sides of
a right-angled triangle, and this relationship always holds. But the real world isn’t made of perfect
triangles, and when mathematics meets the real world anything can happen. Sometimes our
mathematical model of the real world is correct, but at other times we get it wrong. Sometimes,
like football managers, we set up a beautiful theoretical idea, only to see our observations
charge off in a completely different direction. Putting mathematics into practice is just as
important as knowing the precise details of the theory.It is the combination of theory and
practice that makes football the sport we love. You can dribble like Messi or bend it like
Beckham, but if your team lacks structure you will never get the chance to show off your skills.
You can sing your national anthem with pride and feeling, but 30 minutes later find yourself
trailing 5–0 to a well-organised Germany. And you can know every formation in the book, but
without all those hours of practice in the school playground and on the training pitch, you won’t
have mastered the touch you need to succeed. Football is more than tactics, it is more than
mastery of the ball – and it is more than the feeling of winning.While every football pundit knows
that theory and tactics are just a small part of football, the same point is less widely
acknowledged about mathematics. We hear about characters like Andrew Wiles, who locked
himself in his office in Princeton, only to emerge seven years later with a proof of Fermat’s Last
Theorem. Films depict mathematicians as child prodigies, dusty professors covered in chalk or
difficult geniuses without any friends. We are told that mathematics is an elaborate, ever-



evolving game of chess that you have to study for years to learn the rules. It is almost the
complete opposite of the fanatical world of football. Far too often, mathematics is admired for its
purity and mathematicians for their dedication, but not for their impulsiveness or their
imagination.As beautiful as pure mathematics may be, that is not the type of mathematics that
excites me. I have always aimed to put maths to use in unusual places. I have used networks to
map out urban sprawl, railway networks and segregated neighbourhoods. I see equations in
following the gazes of city commuters, the way students applaud after hearing a presentation
and how heavy-metal fans jump around in mosh-pits. I have created models of fish swimming
among coral in the Great Barrier Reef, democratic change in the Middle East, the traffic of
Cuban leaf-cutter ants, swarms of locusts travelling across the Sahara, disease spreading in
Ugandan villages, political decision-making by European politicians, dancing honeybees from
Sydney, American stock-market investors, and the tubular structures built by Japanese slime
mould. For me there is no limit to mathematical modelling. Everything can and should be
modelled.I realised early in my career that I was different from many of my mathematical
colleagues, who specialised in specific equations and single areas of application. I wanted to get
stuck into the data, and work together with biologists and sociologists. I love the abstract beauty
of equations, but formulae are meaningless until they say something about reality. So, while
much of my day is spent sitting in front of a computer or sketching ideas on a blackboard, at
times I can be found building a racetrack for locusts, talking to government ministries about
tackling social problems, traipsing through the forest counting ants, or handing out tablets to
school classes so I can study how they play interactive math-games. I don’t let logic alone tell
me what problems to study – I indulge my emotions, my feelings and my sense of humour. I play
mathematics just like I play football, only much, much better.There has always been a unifying
rationale behind all my seemingly random projects. I see very different parts of the world as
being related to one another, and I use mathematics to create links between them. I use a
mathematics that isn’t scared to get dirty, to change tactics at half-time or to involve players from
all backgrounds and all over the world in a gigantic kickabout. It is a mathematics that aims to
entertain as well as to impress, and where we celebrate the team just as much as the individual.
It is this approach that is Soccermatics.In this book, I use Soccermatics to attack a whole load of
very different problems. Football is always the starting point, but I don’t stop there. Each chapter
is a story about how football and maths can work together to create powerful analogies. I show
that managers use the same tactics to fight over points as birds use to fight over a worm, and
cancer cells use to fight over our bodies. I decompose the network structure of Champions
League teams, I show how the spread of football chants can explain everything from polite
audience applause and transfer rumours to disease in the poorest parts of Africa. I show that,
while the Mexican wave may be fun for fans, it is life and death for fish. These stories link
together the physical, biological, social and footballing worlds.Beneath these individual stories
lies a deeper message. The Soccermatics philosophy is about a more accessible and creative
style of mathematics. It is about a mathematics that crosses boundaries, one that creates links



and analogies. It is about a mathematics that can be applied to anything. I use footballing
analogies to explain other parts of the world, and I use other parts of the world to explain
football. These analogies become possible because mathematical models provide a powerful
way of seeing connections. When you work as a mathematical modeller, you see relationships
that other people have missed.Just like football, anyone can play at modelling. If you are the sort
of person who sees things more clearly through footballing analogies, through sporting
analogies, weather analogies, analogies in film and music, analogies to nature or any other type
of analogy, then you are already one step closer to becoming a mathematical modeller. If you
can make good analogies, then you can make good mathematical models. Being a modeller is
first of all about using your imagination, and then homing in on the problem. It is a creative
activity, but one that is subject to rules and procedures. I want to show you how to think in this
way, and hopefully help you understand more about your own life and the world around you.
Mathematics is a way of seeing problems and finding solutions.By thinking Soccermatically, you
will see players, teams, managers and fans in a new light. You’ll see why Bastian Schweinsteiger
is a whirlwind, why Bayern Munich defenders are lionesses and why the Barcelona team of 2015
is a jet fighter. You’ll learn how to motivate a team by making them work like ants, and how to
discourage slackers by changing incentives. You’ll see why betting is like trying to build a
communication cable into the future, understand why punters who know almost nothing about
the game can make smart predictions together, and realise why you should never trust the
experts. You may even find out how to make a few quid at the bookies.This book explains the
important models through words, computer simulations and pictures. Instead of filling pages with
obscure symbols, I’ll do meaningful calculations that reveal the inner workings of a football team.
You won’t need to dig out your graphical calculator, because I’ll use my laptop to process vast
quantities of match data. And while we will still need our trusty blackboard, it will be used to
sketch diagrams and create intuitive pictures. I do not assume an in-depth knowledge of maths,
but for those who want to learn more I have included details in the endnotes. I’ll show that
making mathematical models is about seeing patterns and making analogies. By the end of the
book, you’ll be able to find mathematics everywhere.Neither do I assume that you have an in-
depth knowledge of football. And I’m also going to be honest with you from the start. While I
guarantee that this book will give you a unique perspective on football, I know my limitations: I’m
not, of course, a world-famous manager, just a reasonably successful academic. Before I started
researching this book I was like many other British men. I watch football, I read about it, I play it
with friends and I spend my spare time training a (very talented) team of 10-year olds. Those
friends who have seen me play will laugh out loud when they find out that I’ve written a book on
the subject.Instead of pretending to be an expert, I give a different perspective. Mathematicians
and economists have dabbled in football writing before. They have argued that if teams could
just change the way they take corners or throw-ins, then they would score more goals. They give
the world’s leading players advice about how to take a penalty kick. They provide confident
statistical arguments for why England will win the next World Cup – or why they will never win it



again. Some of these mathematically inspired suggestions make sense, but others don’t. I’ll look
at how we can evaluate these claims and create our own modelling arguments.The same is true
when we see football presented on TV. Studios are now equipped with advanced technology for
showing and analysing highlights and tactics. The question for us viewers is, what useful
information do these displays provide? An animation of player positions may look good with
Jamie Carragher standing in front of it, but it is Jamie Carragher who understands football, not
the programmer who generated the graphics. When we see new ways of displaying data, we
should be careful not to confuse presentation with substance. For this, we need to understand
the maths that lies behind the big fancy screens.This overload of data and statistics is not
unique to football. Mathematics is now used to tackle problems throughout science and society.
House prices, project scheduling, Facebook friend networks, viral marketing, artificial
intelligence, online poker, economic growth, genetic engineering, computational biology, crowd
and disaster planning, and most of the rest of modern life are all impacted by mathematics. So
even if you are not particularly interested in watching 22 people kick a ball around a pitch, you
can’t stay outside the mathematical world. You need to understand how applied mathematics
works and how we mathematicians think.Football offers a way to understand the connection
between maths and the modern world. Soccermatics is about how analogy is used to
understand science, society and football. So forget those boring rules for sines and cosines – I’ll
show you how mathematical modelling is about thinking freely and broadly. We’ll start on the
pitch, then move into the dugout, and finally we’ll find ourselves out in the crowd and trying to
outwit the online bookies. We’re about to set off on a mathematical adventure through the
beautiful game.PART IOn the PitchCHAPTER ONEI Never Predict Anything and I Never WillThe
England midfielder Paul Gascoigne once said ‘I never predict anything and I never will.’ For me,
this statement contains just as much genius as his Euro ’96 goal against Scotland. In eight
words it shows just why predictions are unavoidable: after four words he was wrong about the
past and the present, and after the next four he was wrong about the future too. But even though
he was so wrong, Gazza still told us something profound. He summed up a very deep fact about
life: there are patterns to be found in everything.There are patterns in how long it takes us to get
to work in the morning rush hour. There are patterns in our networks of friends and how often we
meet up with them. There are patterns in what we eat for dinner each night and what we buy in
the supermarket. And there are, of course, patterns in football. The challenge lies in finding these
patterns and understanding them. Once we’ve seen the patterns, we can start to make
predictions.Random SubbuteoI can trace my own fascination with patterns back to a large
orange hardback full of football statistics I was given for Christmas when I was eight. I would sit
for hours looking at pages full of numbers. I loved the tables that had the names of the teams
along the top and down the left, and the entries that were the scores of the matches between
them in a season. I’d scan down the table, adding up all the goals scored and looking for
matches with strange results. 4–3 was a favourite, and 5–2 also sounded good.I don’t get quite
as much time to read football almanacs nowadays, but luckily it takes just a few seconds to find



all the results and tables on the internet. If you do this, you can get a feeling for the
unpredictability that Gascoigne was talking about. The 2012/13 Premier League season is a
good one – there were some pretty exciting matches and unexpected outcomes. Liverpool won
5–0 twice and 6–0 another time, but still failed to qualify for Europe. The season ended with the
retirement of Alex Ferguson, the king of unexpected last-minute changes in fortune. His last
match as Manchester United manager was no exception: a 5–5 draw in which West Bromwich
Albion scored three goals in the last ten minutes. ‘Football, bloody hell!’, as Fergie once put
it.These results are the exciting exceptions, the season’s most memorable matches. There were
also a fair number of boring 0–0 draws, forgotten by the fans, perhaps, but not by the season’s
statistics. But if we want to understand the underlying pattern, we need to include these in our
analysis, too. Figure 1.1 is a histogram of the number of goals scored in all Premier League
games in the 2012/13 season. The average number of goals scored was a bit less than three per
match, 2.79 to be exact.Figure 1.1 Histogram of number of goals scored during the English
Premier League season 2012/13. The histogram shows how often various scorelines occurred.
In all there were 35 0–0 draws, which is the first bar on the histogram. Ferguson’s last match was
one of two that season which ended with 10 goals being scored, as can be seen over on the
right. In the middle, the most common goal tally was three, and in the majority of those games
the final score was 2–1. A pattern is already starting to appear. The next step is to see if we can
understand where this pattern comes from, and for this we need a mathematical model.I’ve
been interested in mathematical modelling for almost as long as I’ve been interested in statistics.
My other big hobby around the time I was reading big orange football almanacs was playing
Subbuteo table football.1 With my friend David Paterson, I set up a Subbuteo league. We played
every day after school, fitting in five or six matches before dinner, and making a note of each
score. But we never had time to complete all the 380 fixtures that make up a league tournament
(20 teams each playing 19 home games makes 20 × 19 = 380 matches). There just weren’t
enough hours in the day.Constrained by parents who seemed to think we had to do things like
eat and sleep, Patzi and I had to find a different way to complete the league. The answer was
dice. Patzi would throw one dice for one team and I would throw for the other. We’d then take
away one from the result on each dice to get the result. So if Arsenal played Manchester City, he
rolled a red dice and I rolled a blue one. If the red dice showed 5 and the blue one showed 3,
then Arsenal won 4–2. This model can generate games with from 0 to 10 goals, just as in the
Premier League histogram.After a lot of dice-throwing, and some small adjustments to the
advantage of our favourite clubs, we’d fill in their scores based on the numbers that came up.
We’d compile leagues and statistics and write it all out neatly on lined paper. I think I was always
destined to become a mathematician (and the other David is now a successful accountant).Dice
throwing is a very simple example of a mathematical model, but there are a few problems with it.
Chelsea beat Aston Villa 8–0 just before Christmas 2012, which simply couldn’t occur in our
dice-rolling model. Another problem is that 0–0 draws happen a lot in real football. For the dice, a
0–0 result is just as likely as 5–5, but in the histogram 0 goals is almost 20 times more likely than



10 goals. The model doesn’t work. Football games aren’t random, like a dice throw.But football
games are random, in another way. What makes football and other team sports exciting is their
unpredictability. If you are watching a match and look away for a few seconds, you can miss an
important build-up and a sudden goal. As a modeller, this tells me something important. A goal is
just as likely to occur at any time during the match. While there are all sorts of factors
determining the rate at which teams score, the timing of goals is more or less random.We can
turn this assumption into a simulation. Imagine a football game as 90 single-minute slots, in each
of which a goal is equally likely. With an average of 2.79 goals per match, the probability that
there is a goal in any one of these slots is 2.79/90 = 0.031. This means that the chance of us
seeing a goal in any randomly chosen minute is about 1 in 32. Not a very large chance, but
enough to make sure you keep watching.Using this model we can run a computer simulation
over 90 minutes, where in each simulated minute a goal is scored with probability of 0.031. If we
keep on running the simulation over lots and lots of matches, we can find out what a typical
season looks like. This simulated season is plotted in Figure 1.2 as a solid line, superimposed
on the histogram for the real Premier League 2012/13 season.The correspondence between
model and reality is very good. Remember all the complexity at play here. All the shouting by the
manager from the touchline. The fans trying to rally their team or, more often than not, telling
them how useless they are. The thoughts in the heads of the players as they tell themselves that
now is their chance to score. None of these factors seem to affect the distribution of goals
scored. On the contrary, it is all these factors acting together that generate the type of
randomness assumed in the model. The more factors involved, the greater the randomness in
the goals, and the better the match of our simulated histogram with reality.The solid line in
Figure 1.2, generated by my simulation, is known as a Poisson distribution. This kind of
distribution arises whenever the timing of previous events has no effect on future events. This is
exactly what I assumed in my simulation, and it’s what actually happens in football: neither the
number of goals scored so far, nor the amount of time played, influences the probability of
another goal being scored. The resulting Poisson distribution succeeds remarkably well in
capturing the overall shape of the goal histogram.2 The events make each minute of the football
match unpredictable, and out pops the Poisson distribution. It’s a pattern that arises from pure
randomness.Figure 1.2 The histogram of goals during the Premier League season 2012/13
(histogram boxes) compared to the Poisson distribution (solid line). I didn’t choose to look at
Premier League football because I knew beforehand that it would follow the Poisson model. It
just happens that I’m into football. I could have chosen pretty much any sport in which goals can
be scored at any time. To make sure of this, I looked at all the results for NHL ice hockey games
in the 2012/13 season. There was an average of 5.2 goals during the 60 minutes of normal time.
Figure 1.3 shows a histogram of the number of goals in the 720 games that made up the season.
The solid line is the corresponding Poisson distribution.Figure 1.3 Histogram of number of goals
scored during the NHL ice hockey in season 2012/13 (boxes) compared to the Poisson
distribution (solid line).The higher average number of goals shifts the peak in the histogram to



the right, but the simulation again fits the data. The data and the model are not very different at
all, and the small difference in terms of four-goal matches can be put down to fluctuations from
one season to another.3 Goals go in more often in ice hockey, but no more or no less randomly
than in football.Kicked by the HorseIf you start thinking in terms of random simulations and the
Poisson distribution, then you see it everywhere. In undergraduate statistics courses, the
lecturer’s best (and only) joke is that bus arrivals are Poisson-distributed. The bus company
starts off with timetables, but a lot of random factors get in the way: an old man takes his time
getting on the bus, or a cyclist hogs the middle of the bus lane. Another classic example is the
number of light bulbs you have to change in your house every year. Every time you switch on the
light there is a small chance that the element will break. Add up all the breakages and you get a
Poisson distribution.The Poisson distribution is named after Siméon Denis Poisson, the
Frenchman who first described it in the early nineteenth century. However, his description
emphasised the mathematical equations behind the distribution and not how it could be used to
model the real world. It was first applied in the way I use it here by a Pole, Ladislaus Bortkiewicz,
working in Germany in 1898.4 He investigated two data sets. The first was a macabre set of
statistics he found on the number of children under the age of 10 who committed suicide over a
24-year period. The second data set, only slightly less disturbing, concerned soldiers who had
died after being accidentally kicked or otherwise hit by a horse. Bortkiewicz looked at 14
different regiments over 20 years, plotting how many soldiers had been killed in this way.
Obviously, he hadn’t realised that only a few years earlier the English Football League had been
established. This could have provided him with all the data he needed, without having to delve
into the German death statistics.In both of his data sets, Bortkiewicz found a good
correspondence with the Poisson distribution. Deaths caused by kicking horses were
uncommon. Of the 280 regiments he studied, there had been no deaths at all in 144. But in two
unlucky regiments there were four deaths in a single year. By fitting the Poisson distribution,
Bortkiewicz could show that these regiments were not necessarily treating their horses any
worse than any other regiment: they had just had bad luck that year. Football may or may not be
more important than life and death, but all three are governed by the same rules.Comparison
with a Poisson distribution is one of the first things I do when I’m presented with new data.
Sometimes a colleague will come into my office with some newly collected experimental results.
‘It’s weird,’ he’ll say. ‘Most of the fish never swim past a predator, but there was one fish that
swam past it four times! It must have a bold personality type or something.’ Three minutes later,
I’ll be plotting the Poisson distribution and overlaying it on my colleague’s data. ‘No, your fish
wasn’t particularly bold,’ I’ll say. ‘It was just a statistical necessity.’ Getting chased by a predator
over and over again is like getting a 5–0 drubbing. It looks bad when it happens, but it could
happen to anyone.The Poisson distribution is our first example of a mathematical analogy. It
works in so many contexts. It works for football matches, it works for light bulbs and it works for
death by horse. Whenever it is reasonable to assume that events can happen unexpectedly, at
any time, independently of how many events have happened prior to the next one, then it is



reasonable to expect a Poisson distribution.Away from football, most modern applications of the
Poisson distribution continue the tradition started by Bortkiewicz. Statisticians seem to have a
perverse fascination with death, injuries and accidents. Or maybe it’s just that we pay them to
work out the bad things that could happen to us, so that we don’t have to think about it. Whatever
the reason for their interest in misfortune, statisticians have found the Poisson distribution in car
crashes, truck collisions, head injuries, aeroplane engine shutdowns, bankruptcies, suicides,
murders, work-related accidents and the numbers of hazardous building sites.5 They have even
found it in the number of wars starting between 1480 and 1940. And when they are done with
death and injury, they find the Poisson distribution in printing errors, manufacturing defects,
network failures, computer virus attacks and divorces. Wherever there is death or destruction,
misfortune or mistakes, then the same pattern of randomness can be found.In 2015, Cristian
Tomasetti, an applied mathematician, and Bert Vogelstein, a medical doctor, used a statistical
argument to show that two-thirds of cases of cancer were due to ‘bad luck’.6 While certain
cancers can be linked to lifestyle choices, for example lung cancer and smoking, this was only
part of the story. The more important part lies in the unavoidable cell divisions that take place in
our bodies. Every time a cell divides, there is a very small chance of a genetic mutation that
could cause cancer. What Cristian and Bert found was that parts of the body where cells divide
faster are more likely to develop cancer, and they concluded that cancer is primarily explained
by these random mutations.This study caused some controversy. If cancer is just random, then
why should we spend so much money researching its causes? To justify using the term ‘bad
luck’ and in order to better explain their conclusions, Cristian and Bert used an analogy with car
accidents. The more time you spend in the car driving around, they said, the more likely you are
to be in an accident. How you drive the car is a factor, but your time at the wheel is important
too.A footballing analogy works just as well, if not a little bit better. You can think of every cell
division in your body as akin to a single minute of a football match. When a cell divides, there is
a (very) tiny chance of a random cancerous mutation, just as there is a (much bigger) chance of
conceding a goal in a football match. It is in this sense that cancer can be thought of as bad luck.
Sometimes our team gets through a match without conceding a goal, and hopefully we get
through our life without getting cancer. And while sometimes we lose because the opposition
were good, no one can deny that luck plays an important part in any particular match. Our health
is like a Saturday afternoon watching from the terraces, and not all goals are preventable.Not
everything that happens to us is down to randomness. Many diseases are preventable if we
make healthy lifestyle choices, and conceding goals is often down to bad defending. But
realising that much of what happens to us is random can sometimes help us come to terms with
the challenges life throws at us. Not everything in life is predictable.Explained by RandomnessIt
is the unpredictability of a football match from one minute to the next that produces the Poisson
distribution after 90 minutes. We know the average number of goals scored in a match, but their
timing is unpredictable. As a result, some scorelines become much more likely than others. The
paradox here is that scores are explained by randomness. The fact that goals are very random in



time makes the pattern in the results predictable. It’s a difficult idea to get your head round, but it
is true. Often the very fact that something is extremely random helps us to explain it and to
predict how often it will occur. Randomness allows us to make all sorts of predictions about the
future.Mathematicians use this trick all the time. At the start of a new football season, or in the
run-up to the World Cup or to the Oscars, newspapers will often run stories about a ‘genius’
mathematician who has predicted the probability of particular teams or films winning. These
predictions often seem reasonable, and they are sometimes correct. But where do they come
from?I’ll let you in on a secret. These geniuses are usually doing something very simple with the
Poisson distribution and a bit of background information about the competing teams and films.
One trick for modelling football results is to calculate a scoring rate and a conceding rate for
each team and then simulate matches between them. For example, during the 2012/13 Premier
League season Arsenal scored an average of 2.47 goals when playing at home and 1.32 goals
when playing away. They conceded an average of 1.21 goals at home and 0.74 when away. By
collecting such statistics for each team and then simulating matches between each pair, we can
produce predictions for the coming season. An example of such a prediction is given in
Table 1.1, where I have used data from the 2012/13 season and a model to predict the top four
for the 2013/14 season.7This prediction isn’t so far away from what actually happened. In the
real world, Manchester City were champions, two points ahead of Liverpool, and Chelsea came
third. But this is just one of many possible simulated top fours that come out when I click ‘run’ on
my computer. Each time I run the simulation, the teams meet each other both home and away,
the scores are picked randomly, with an average based on their scoring and conceding rates,
and I compile a league table based on the results. Each run gives a different result, some very
different. Table 1.2 is another example.Table 1.1 The top four clubs after the first simulation of
the 2013/14 season, based on the scoring rates of clubs during 2012/13.Table 1.2 The top four
clubs after the second simulation of the 2013/14 season, based on their scoring rates in
2012/13.As a Liverpool fan, I like this one a lot more. It represents an alternative reality in which
Steven Gerrard didn’t trip over in the crucial game against Chelsea, and Liverpool went on to win
their first league title in nearly 25 years. Gerrard would perhaps have taken his positive energy
on to win England the World Cup and have been knighted Sir Stevie G. There are lots of
possible simulated alternative realities, so I may as well choose the one I like best.Unfortunately,
the objective scientist in me feels he has to report the full results of all the simulations. It takes a
couple of minutes on my laptop to run the Premier League 10,000 times, and each time I get
something different. As interesting as each of these alternative realities may be, individually they
are unimportant. What is important is to summarise what happens over all 10,000. How often did
different teams win the league? When we do this, we see that Liverpool won in only 11.5% of the
simulation runs. Manchester United, who had won the title the season before, won 26.2% of the
runs. Chelsea won 19.2%, Arsenal 17.6%, Manchester City 12.8% and Tottenham Hotspur
6.0%.With hindsight, we can see that these predictions were a bit out. Manchester United
changed manager and had a terrible season. Manchester City and Liverpool dominated, both



teams scoring more than 100 goals. But this isn’t the point. I’m certainly not going to claim that I
have already created the best model of football. We are just at the start of our story, and I
wouldn’t want to give all my modelling tricks away at once.The important point is that, while it is
not completely right, this model based on randomness isn’t totally wrong, either. The teams
predicted as likely league winners are those that usually do well, and the league tables above do
look like potential outcomes for a season, or at least not too different from what we might expect.
And we got this without any real thinking. We just simulated goals as going in at random, with
each team having a different scoring rate, and out came a reasonable-looking final top four. This
is almost the exact opposite of Paul Gascoigne’s picture of unpredictable football. Football is
very predictable. Every weekend in the Premier League season, over 400 players spend 90
minutes running around and kicking a ball, and at the end of the season a big club from London
or Manchester wins.Prediction based on randomness is a large part of how mathematics is used
in society today. When you are waiting in a telephone queue, an analyst has already looked at
the rate at which calls come into the call centre and worked out how long people are willing to
wait on the line. When the bank lends money to a small business or to a new homeowner, it has
already worked out the probability of bankruptcy, and applied the Poisson distribution to work
out how many bankruptcies it will have to deal with in the coming years.Prediction isn’t about
saying exactly which club will win the league, exactly how long you will wait in a telephone queue
or which company will go bankrupt. It is about using the frequency of past events to calculate
probabilities of events in the future. All these predictions arise from a mathematical model based
originally on German soldiers being kicked by horses. If you’d like a verbal analogy, you could
say that waiting for Liverpool to score is like waiting for the number 19 bus to arrive on a Bank
Holiday Monday: you see nothing for ages and then two or three come along at the same time.
Through the model, I have made this analogy useful. Mathematics allows us to pin down the
features that bus arrivals, football matches, bankruptcies, cancer cases and telephone calls all
have in common. It then allows us to predict how often they will happen.The Real StoryEven
when goals go in at random, mathematics can find a way of making predictions. But Gascoigne
does have a point. The real stories in football are not about the randomness, they are about
rising above the randomness. They are about the setbacks and the comebacks. When Alex
Ferguson retired in 2012, and David Moyes led Manchester United to their worst season in over
20 years, this couldn’t be explained away by a run of bad luck. When Germany destroyed Brazil
with five goals in 18 minutes in their 2014 World Cup semi-final, this wasn’t just part of a random
sequence of goals. Brazil collapsed under pressure, and Germany capitalised.The success of
Fergie or the German football team can’t be understood in terms of randomness: to do that we
need to think about their inner workings. The irony is that events that aren’t random are the ones
that are more difficult to understand, more difficult to predict, but also much more interesting.In
my research work, it is a lack of randomness that produces the biggest challenges. My biologist
colleague comes back to me a few weeks later and says, ‘When there’s no predator around, the
fish are spread out at random, but when they see a predator they form a tightly packed, rotating



mill.’ Now, there is a real puzzle. Does one fish initiate the mill? How fast does the mill rotate, and
do certain fish prefer certain positions? Why are mills the best formation for evading a predator?
The questions become interesting when the random model fails.As I go deeper into modelling in
the chapters to come, the problems I will look at become less random. Player movements are
highly synchronised, their network of passes is structured, the ball moves according to the laws
of physics and the managers think strategically about tactics. The models we will go on to look at
are very different, but the basic approach I take will always be the same. I make observations,
which give me a set of assumptions. I turn those assumptions into equations and investigate
them using computer simulation and mathematical solutions. I then compare the model
properties with data from the real world.The challenge for an applied mathematician is to choose
the right model for the question of interest. If we are just interested in predicting numbers of
goals over a season, then randomness is often good enough. But if we want to understand
formations, movement and skill, then we need to understand structure. Personally, I am not
satisfied with random explanations – I want to find out what is really going on. To do this I need to
get closer to the players and watch carefully what they are doing. And that’s exactly what we will
do next.CHAPTER TWOHow Slime Moulds Built BarcelonaMy dad’s theory about football is
straightforward. Football is about taking the chances when they come and not making mistakes.
As he sees it, the ball bounces around between the players, backwards and forwards;
sometimes near one goal, sometimes near the other. Now and again an opportunity arises. A
forward is well positioned and a midfielder in the same team has the ball. A pass cuts through
the defence, who are caught napping. The striker manages to keep control and sticks it past the
keeper. Then it’s back to kick-off and the whole process starts all over again.Admittedly, my
dad’s theory has come from watching the third-tier Scottish side Dunfermline Athletic. During the
hours spent sitting in East End Park watching the Pars play, he has seen them go through
countless line-ups and managers, and move up and down the divisions, but he has discerned
little difference in their style. In his opinion, football comes down to an occasional piece of skill by
the attacking team or poor communication by the defenders. The rest of it is messy.Gary Lineker,
Alan Hansen and the other professional TV pundits would probably disagree with my dad’s
analysis, even if they were forced to watch a Dunfermline v Cowdenbeath local derby. But when I
visit my parents in Scotland, and we watch Match of the Day on a Saturday evening, I can
sympathise with what my dad is saying. The TV analysis focuses on the acts of ‘brilliance’ and
‘genius’ by the forwards, or the ‘diabolical’ and ‘shocking’ defending on the part of the defenders.
The whole discussion revolves around the goals and the near misses, and one or two players
are identified as the heroes or villains. The tactics are mentioned briefly, in the form of the line-up
shown at the start of the match, but these are quickly forgotten, and the focus switches to the
individuals.If there is one thing I’ve learnt from John Sumpter, it’s intellectual honesty. He says
things out loud which many people think but may be too embarrassed to admit. In some ways,
he is right. It is difficult to make out what is happening on a football pitch, even when you go to
the games week in, week out. We have already seen that randomness plays an important role in



goals, but my dad takes it a step further. His argument is that the surprising and unexpected
nature of football can be explained by a lack of genuine structure to the game. For him, it is
glimpses of determination and individual skill, or lack of concentration and carelessness, that
decide a match. The tactics are there, but the manager’s most important job is to inspire the
players to produce the right performance at the right moment. Could Gary Lineker, who spent a
good deal of his playing career waiting for the ball to pop up in front of him so he could punish
sloppy defending, sometimes think in the same terms as my dad? Just how important is a team’s
structure and formation – isn’t it individual skill that decides a football match?One way to
understand structure is to zoom out. When I study schools of fish, flocks of birds or herds of
mammals, I don’t start by focusing on one individual animal. I take a wide-angle view and
examine the group as a whole, looking from a distance at the twists and turns of starling
murmurations, milling balls of mackerel or the fast-moving antelope fleeing from a lion. From
farther away we can see what the group is up to as a whole. This wider perspective is harder to
get from watching football on the TV. The cameras follow the ball around and focus on the star
players. The bigger picture is lost, and the individual details are amplified.If I am going to
persuade my dad that there is a genuine structure to football, I will have to start with a bird’s-eye
view of the game.The Demise of One–Two–SevenThe widest view we can take of football is of
formations. Formations are indicated by, for example, 4–4–2, 3–5–2 and 3–4–3, where the
numerals represent the numbers of defenders, midfielders and attacking players when the
teams line up. More complicated systems, such as the possession-intensive 4–2–3–1 or the 4–1–
2–1–2 with its ‘diamond’, reflect how teams would like to play in midfield. These formations give
a rough overall idea of the intended strategy and the roles of the players.Formations are the first
evidence that structure is important in football. Some set-ups work better than others. At the first
ever international football match between England and Scotland, in 1872, both teams adopted
top-heavy formations: England with 1–2–7 and Scotland with 2–2–6. Despite the emphasis on
attack, the teams cancelled each other out and the game ended goalless.Football has changed
a lot since then. The changes are partly in the rules. At the time of that first international,
attackers had to have at least three defenders between themselves and the goal to be
considered onside. This explains why England used seven forwards: they formed an offside trap
all the way up the pitch. But formations have also changed during periods when the rules have
remained the same. Figure 2.1 shows the line-ups adopted by four of the greatest teams of all
time: the Hungarian national side of the 1950s, the Inter Milan team of the 1960s, Liverpool in
the late 1970s and the Barcelona of 2010/11.Figure 2.1 Four formation networks from
footballing history. In the Hungary 1953 formation, Hidegkuti is the central player directly behind
the front four. For Barcelona 2010/11, Lionel Messi played as the centremost of the three
forwards, Iniesta and Xavi were the left and right of midfield respectively, and Busquets played in
the centre just in front of the back four.These formations are presented a little differently from the
ones we see on TV in the build-up to a match. First of all, I have taken away the names of the
players so as to draw attention to the overall structure. Secondly, and more importantly, I have



added links. These links are calculated based on a technique called the minimum spanning tree.
I have calculated both the shortest and the second-shortest network that connects all the
players, and drawn a link between players if they are included in either of these networks.1 By
connecting the players in this way, we can get a rough idea of how the team plan to move the
ball around.Looking at team networks allows us to see how tactics have evolved over the past
60 years. The first formation is of the great Hungary side of the 1950s, adopted from when they
visited London in 1953 to play a friendly against England.2 The player in the centre of the
Hungary network, slightly behind the front four, is Nándor Hidegkuti. His position, with multiple
links to other players, and his freedom to move allowed him to connect up players in a way that
England were simply unable to cope with. The result was a 6–3 humiliation for the hosts.
Hungary’s final goal, a volley that earned Hidegkuti his hat-trick, was the culmination of a
sequence of six keepy-uppies played over the heads of the bewildered England players.The
Inter Milan formation of the 1960s is often referred to as ‘the net’, and the network gives us some
idea why. The midfield and the defence are a tangle of connections, making it difficult for an
attacking side to pass through. Keeping a tight defence allowed Inter to hit opponents on the
counter-attack. The Liverpool team of the 1970s and ’80s filled the pitch with right-angled
triangles, enabling them to execute their pass-and-move style. It was a simple but effective
structure, where the players became interchangeable parts of a system. It may have been
effective, winning both in Europe and in England, but the rigidity of the Liverpool network makes
it not particularly pretty. Contrast this with the Barcelona team of 2010/11. Here, Xavi and Andrés
Iniesta are links in a sequence of wide-angled triangles, with Lionel Messi lying at the tip of a
diamond.There are triangles in all the formations, but the ones in the Barcelona formation are
particularly appealing to the mathematical eye. If you take any player in the team and rotate them
through 360° you can see that they have nearby passing options in all directions. These options
are equally spread out. So, for example, the central defensive midfielder, a role filled primarily by
Sergio Busquets or Javier Mascherano in 2010/11, has five options, each consisting of the side
of a triangle. He can pass directly back, as well as diagonally forwards or backwards to either
side. Each player acts as a junction, where the ball can come in from one angle and can be
quickly moved out in another direction. This makes it straightforward to do what Barcelona do
best: control the ball and move it rapidly around the pitch.Train-track TrianglesBarcelona may
have built the best triangles in football, but triangles were solving problems long before football
came along. Consider the following problem. You are the mayor of a city consisting of a number
of suburbs, and you want to build a train track connecting them all together. But you are short of
cash and want to use the least amount of track possible. How do you connect all the suburbs
with the least possible amount of track?Figure 2.2 shows three plausible solutions for four
suburbs. Have a look at these and think about which one uses the least track in total. If we use a
bit of high-school trigonometry we can work out which is shortest. The one on the left uses three
units. Each side is one unit long and we need three of them to connect everything up.Figure 2.2
Three potential solutions for linking up four suburbs (circles) with the least possible train track



(solid lines).The middle solution adds a junction in the centre, dividing the area into four equally
sized triangles. The length of each of the two crossing lines can be calculated using
Pythagoras’s rule, and is . This gives a total length of units. This solution is like Hungary’s
positioning of Hidegkuti between midfield and the other forwards, or how Barcelona use Messi.
Adding extra points gives triangles that reduce the total length of the connecting links.If one
extra connecting point is good, then using two is even better. The structure on the right of Figure
2.2 has a total length of units,3 less than for either of the other solutions. Triangles are again
involved. Three branches come out from the connecting points at 120° angles. As is often the
case in mathematics, the nicest looking, best balanced shape provides the best
solution.4Solving the problem of efficiently connecting four points on a square wasn’t
straightforward (and I’m not sure how many city mayors could do it). But that’s only for starters. If
you want to give yourself a real challenge, then try it for the five points on the corners of a
pentagon. The answer again involves triangles, but the question is how to arrange them. Once
you have done five, try the six corner points of a hexagon. It turns out to be an entirely new type
of solution that works in this last case, but it still involves triangles. (For the answers, see note 4
on page 277.)Let’s make the suburb-connection problem really difficult. Let’s think about how to
solve the problem if we don’t know where all the suburbs are, or even how many need to be
connected. This is the problem faced by a slime mould called Physarum polycephalum. Slime
moulds have no brain and consist of only a single cell. Their ‘body’ is a network of
interconnected tubes that pump nutrients backwards and forwards. Slime moulds can be found
on the forest floor or on trees. They usually cover an area smaller than a coin, but they can
spread out quickly, shrinking when conditions are bad or expanding when there is a lot of food
about.It is when slimes are looking for food that they need to solve the suburb-connection
problem. Inspired by this idea, my Japanese colleague Toshi Nakagaki decided to test whether
slime moulds could build the Tokyo light rail and underground network. He and his colleagues
laid out the slime’s food as a scale model of the Greater Tokyo suburban area. They put oat
flakes in a Petri dish: one large one in the middle to represent the city centre, and smaller oat
flakes in positions corresponding to Shibuya, Yokohama, the airport at Chiba and other nearby
areas. To solve the problem of connecting the oats, the slime mould would have to solve the
same problem that Japanese town planners had solved when they designed the Tokyo transport
system. Could the slime mould build efficient connections between its food resources?The
experiments worked perfectly.5 The slime mould had no difficulty at all, building a network of
triangles connecting up the oat flakes. Toshi compared the slime’s solution to the real Tokyo
transport network and found that, while they weren’t exactly the same, they did have a similar
structure. The slime mould’s solution was just as efficient as the city planners’, and a similar
number of connections was used to link all the suburban oat flakes together. A comparison
between slime and humans is shown in Figure 2.3.Figure 2.3 Comparison of the network built
by a slime mould to connect oat flakes (circles) laid out in the positions of Tokyo suburbs (left)
and the real rail network (right). Reproduced with permission from The American Association for



the Advancement of Science.Triangular junctions are the central feature of the slime mould’s
tubular networks. Certain oat flakes become junctions that connect other points, so that the total
length of tubes remains small. Notice that, like football formations, the angles at these junctions
are large, and the network spreads evenly in all directions. Slime moulds don’t build the
absolutely smallest network that connects all the oat flakes: they also include a few loops,
providing different ways of travelling between the same points. Toshi and his colleagues showed
that these loops are very useful if the network is disturbed or broken. If one link in the network is
cut, then the slime mould still remains connected and can shuttle resources using this
alternative route. This is similar to when there is a breakdown on one part of the line on the
underground. If the system is well designed, the whole network doesn’t have to be shut down
because of the failure of one line.Tiki-taka TessellationNetworks of slime and railway services
are physically very different from football formations. Football teams don’t mark out their passing
links with slimy tubes or steel tracks – they pass the ball to one another. But there are several
recurring similarities. The first is the idea of covering the world with triangles. The slime moulds
cover a small area of the forest floor, the Barcelona team covers the pitch with potential passes,
and a good railway service covers the country with train lines. Another important similarity is that
there are large angles between the different options available at connecting junctions. If we
rotate through 360° round central points in the slime and rail networks, we find that there are
equally spaced options in all directions, just as we saw for Barcelona.There is a mathematical
connection between wide-triangle networks and efficient use of space. The triangulation
networks for famous football teams that I built can also be used to see how the team breaks the
pitch down into zones.6 For Barcelona, the resulting zones are as shown in Figure 2.4. On the
left is the player network, together with the zones it creates (dotted lines). On the right the
network is removed, leaving just the zones, and I’ve added which player played in which zone in
2010/11.Figure 2.4 The Barcelona 2010/11 network and zones. The formation network (solid
lines) together with the zones (dotted lines) for each player (left); typical position for each player
during the season (right).The fact that the patchwork of zones in Barcelona’s 4–3–3 has a similar
symmetrical beauty to their passing network is not a coincidence – it is a mathematical
necessity. If a team builds a network of wide-angled triangles then it also divides the area of play
into well-spaced zones. Likewise, if each player occupies a clearly defined space, then a wide-
angle network of triangles is created.7 This point is crucial: it tells us that if we can solve one
problem, that gives us the solution to the other one. If a team covers space well, the players will
find that they have lots of good passing opportunities. If they move to receive a pass, they will
find that they have created space. Players don’t need to calculate all the angles to their team-
mates, they just need to make sure they have enough space to receive the ball and pass it
on.Symmetry is the key to the style of play, often referred to as tiki-taka, adopted by Barcelona.
Tiki-taka football is all about passing the ball rapidly between the players, with the aim of
creating an imbalance in the opposition defence. To view tiki-taka mathematically we need to
understand a bit more about how the zones are defined. We say that an opposition player is in



Iniesta’s zone if Iniesta is the closest Barcelona player to him. Each dashed line in Figure 2.4
marks the boundary between two zones. When standing on any of these lines, an opposition
player is equally close to two Barcelona players.Imagine that I am standing on the boundary
between Iniesta’s zone and Messi’s zone, so that I am equally close to them both. Standing on
this line is probably the worst place to be on a football pitch, especially if Messi has the ball. If I
move to close him down, the ball will quickly pass to Iniesta. If I back off to Iniesta, Messi is free
to move forward. The lines in the diagram show opposition players where they shouldn’t be
when defending against Barcelona. Avoid the lines at all costs. Standing on them is like being
caught in a footballing no-man’s land.Flexi-zonesTrain networks have very little flexibility. Once
you have decided to build a line between York and London, or across Siberia, you are stuck with
it. Slime moulds are a bit more adaptable. When food runs short, or part of the network is
exposed to danger, the links contract and new links form elsewhere. But these changes still take
several minutes or hours to complete.Football networks have to be very flexible. Paths forward
become blocked; new opportunities open up in the blink of an eye. Players who insist on waiting
for their nearest team-mate to be unmarked before passing won’t have the ball for very long. The
structure of the team has to respond rapidly to changing conditions. Although a team can start
with a particular formation, it has to be able to adapt its shape to the conditions, and this
adaptation has to happen quickly. If your opponents spot an opportunity before you do, then
quite soon you’ll be chasing the ball instead of passing it.All the movement and counter-
movement on the pitch is what makes it so difficult to find a pattern. I think that explains where
my dad’s theory about football comes from: things change too quickly for him to keep track. Top
footballers have spent tens of thousands of hours in training honing their reactions. They seem
to respond almost intuitively to the game, moving immediately to find better attacking and
defending positions. For many of us watching, it is hard to see where they are going or what they
are doing, but for them it’s second nature.To get an idea of the structure, my dad just needs to
get out on YouTube and watch some of Barca’s greatest hits from 2008 to 2012. These videos
usually feature Lionel Messi running past confused defenders, and he certainly catches the eye.
But Messi is not the thing to concentrate on. Instead, download the video, play it in slow motion,
and watch how his team-mates move around him. Typically, he will pass the ball directly to
Iniesta or Xavi and then run forward, and a second later the ball is back in front of him. In the
build-up to their best goals, Barcelona make four or five of these direct passes. Now pause the
video at exactly the point when Messi passes the ball, and look at how his team-mates are
positioned.At the top in Figure 2.5 is an example from a Champions League match between
Barcelona and Greek champions Panathinaikos in 2010. Messi has the ball and is moving
towards the goal, and two Panathinaikos players are moving to tackle him. The passing triangles
show Messi’s options. Xavi is directly in front of Messi, with Iniesta to his left. We can already see
that their positioning is good because both can receive a direct pass. But by looking at the
players’ zones, at the bottom of Figure 2.5, we start to see just how good these positions
are.Both the defenders between Xavi and Messi are standing on their ‘no-man’s line’. They are



running towards Messi, but it’s too late – it’s easy now for Messi to pass forward between them.
Xavi returns the pass, and two seconds later Messi has the ball back again. In itself, this ‘wall
pass’ between the players is school-playground football. But this passing is made possible by
the way in which Xavi, Iniesta and Messi have broken the outside of the Panathinaikos penalty
area into zones. Their opponents are left standing near the boundaries of these zones, unable to
decide whether they should tackle or try to mark the receiver.Figure 2.5 Barcelona’s positions
outside the Panathinaikos penalty area five seconds before Messi’s goal. Barcelona attacking
bottom to top. Barcelona players’ positions are marked with grey circles, Panathinaikos players’
positions are open circles. Arrows indicate that the two defenders are running towards Messi.
The passing triangles are given by the direct links between the players (top panel); the player
zones are given by the dotted lines (bottom panel).Figure 2.6 Barcelona’s positions outside the
Panathinaikos penalty area three seconds before Messi’s goal. See Figure 2.5 for explanation of
the symbols.Everything happens in less than two seconds. When Messi gets the ball back
again, there is a new arrangement of players, shown in Figure 2.6. Two defenders throw
themselves at Messi, but it’s already too late. Pedro, who was marked by a defender on the
corner of the box when Messi passed to Xavi, steps up to create a new zone. There are only a
few metres between the players, but Pedro has moved away from his marker and is now
standing perfectly positioned at the centre point of all four remaining defenders. One of the
defenders is on the no-man’s line between Messi and Pedro, one is halfway between Pedro and
Xavi, and a third is stuck on the corner between all three. Pedro has created the maximum
possible zone in the smallest possible space. Messi passes the ball out to Pedro, who taps it
back, and Messi is one-on-one with the goalkeeper. The entire sequence of passing takes just
four seconds, and one second later the ball is in the back of the net. Barcelona 3, Panathinaikos
1. Barcelona went on to score five.Gary Lineker may have called this a brilliant run, while Alan
Hansen may have picked out sloppy defending by Panathinaikos, but what is really going on is
basic geometry. The Greeks invented the mathematical study of shape and position; these
Barcelona footballers put it into practice. They have mastered the art of creating space on the
edge of the penalty area. Most goals come not from a single act of genius nor a moment of
inattention by the defence. They are the outcome of carefully planning how a team should play
football. Whatever my dad may think, when football is played properly, goals are the outcome of
the structures the players build as a team. When we slow the game down and look at the
patterns, we can understand why certain teams do so well.Rules of MotionBarcelona certainly
taught the Greeks a lesson in geometry in 2010, but are the players doing the maths? Did Pep
Guardiola sit down with the team before the match and go through a few triangulation and
tessellation algorithms with them? As much of a genius as Guardiola is, I doubt he told Xavi,
Iniesta, Pedro and Messi to create a Delaunay triangulation such that the opposition players
would lie on the edges of their dual Voronoi diagram. All four of these players graduated from
Barcelona’s football academy, La Masia. The academy is world-famous for its footballing
education, but doesn’t include undergraduate studies in computational geometry. Nevertheless,



these are the shapes and structures that the team creates. Barcelona use advanced
geometry.You don’t need a complete mathematical grasp of geometry in order to use it. Schools
of fish also ‘use’ a wide range of geometrical shapes. When they are travelling long distances,
mullet adopt an oblong formation, with individuals packed more densely at the front. When
under attack, sardines form rotating balls that expand away from the bills of hungry sailfish or
other predators. But the creation of effective and beautiful collective patterns does not imply that
the fish have understood the maths behind the shapes. It is unlikely that they have even
understood which formation they are creating at any particular time. A fish in the middle of a
rotating school just sees a lot of fish swimming forward. It can’t tell how big a school it’s in, and it
may not even be aware that it’s going round and round in circles.The fish is just following a few of
its neighbours and going with the flow. Instead of saying, ‘Let’s go round in circles’ or ‘Let’s make
an oblong shape’, the fish follow a simple set of swimming rules. Fish tend to respond to the
movements of the small number of other fish nearest them, primarily those in their field of view.
They adjust their speed to stay together in the group, slowing down to avoid collisions and
speeding up to avoid being left behind. When one fish suddenly changes direction, those nearby
follow it. When researchers study these interactions, we often find that they are simpler than we
first thought.8 Simple solutions of speed changes and reacting to positions work better than
complex solutions that involve calculating the positions of all the neighbours.The simple rules
adopted by fish provide us with a starting point for thinking about organisation in football. Our
human brains are not necessarily any better than fish brains when it comes to following how
other objects move around us. We can only track a handful of objects in detail, and the faster the
objects move the fewer we can keep a handle on.9 So while football players are able to react
quickly to changes on the pitch, they cannot plan the exact arrangement of the team. When
holding an offside trap, defenders have to keep their eye on one another and the opposition
forwards. But it is impossible for them to know the positions of all 22 players and the ball.Instead,
players have to adopt simple rules for interacting with their team-mates. They have to know
when to accelerate and when to slow down, as well as how to use space and respond to their
team-mates. In the same way that natural selection has shaped the way fish interact, the
thousands of hours professional players have spent on the training field shape how they move
on the pitch. The former Ajax and Barcelona coach Rinus Michels used to emphasise that just
practising ‘wall’ passing and shooting drills does not develop the sort of skill Messi showed
when passing to Xavi and Pedro. Instead, coaches should plan exercises that teach players ‘to
recognise, in a flash, when a situation asks for playing a [“wall”] combination’.10 These
exercises involve developing a feeling for the game, so that the next step comes naturally.As
Messi made his run towards the Panathinaikos goal, Xavi, Iniesta and Pedro didn’t start to
calculate tessellations and triangulations of the defence. They probably didn’t reflect at all about
what they were doing. They employed the simple rule that they should move into space and pass
the ball directly to feet. Now, in post-match analysis, I can admire the mathematical regularities
of the passing network they created, but this emerged from the style of play they adopted. Just



as a flash expansion of a school of fish away from a predator emerges from movements of the
individual fish, so a goal emerges from a simple set of movements carried out by the players.The
goal Messi scored, and many others like it, came from a set of rules laid down many years
earlier. When Barcelona copied the Ajax academy and set up La Masia, they put in place a
system already tried and tested not just in Amsterdam, but also by millions of years of evolution.
Slime moulds have mastered triangles, and fish have mastered changes in speed and the use of
space. Barcelona wanted to train players who could master all these skills. La Masia didn’t need
to teach them advanced geometry, it just needed to make sure their youngsters had the right
rules of motion. Those rules were established on the training field: learning to pass and move, to
twist and turn. When Messi found himself outside the box with nine Panathinaikos players
between him and the goal, he didn’t need to think. He just carried out what was, to him, the
simplest and most natural movement in the world.CHAPTER THREECheck My FlowWhen my
son and daughter were about six or seven, and started playing football, the first thing I noticed
was The Clump. Most of the players, goalkeepers included, would charge towards the ball as it
bounced around at random into feet, heads and hands. A few solitary players departed The
Clump, maybe to pat a passing dog, pick flowers or simply lie face down on the ground, but the
majority joined the chase. Occasionally, the kid lying face down would be the best-positioned
player on the pitch as the ball inexplicably flew out of The Clump and onto his or her head. But
on the whole, the most successful players were those who were most determined to get the ball
and could push the others out of the way most efficiently.
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Keyser Soze, “Technical but very interesting. Much more technical than I expected, but my son
loves it. In fact, it has inspired a fresh interest in math, especially applied mathematics.”

Claudio, “Must read if you like soccer analytics. Interesting comparisons between real life
situations and the beautiful game. It's a must read if you liked books like Soccernomics and The
Numbers Game. Smart insights to understand the game through numbers and nature.”

sien, “A good read on math and football.. Soccermatics: Mathematic Adventures in the Beautiful
Game (2016) by David Sumpter is a fine read that looks at how math can be used to explain and
improve football. Sumpter is a professor of Applied Math in Sweden who does quite a lot of
research helping football teams. The book looks are how graphs can be used to look at team
passing. There is a very well named chapter 'How Slime Mould Built Barcelona'. There is a
section on betting markets and strategies that can be used with them. The book also has a
section on how statisticians and mathematicians are being employed now by football teams. The
book is well written and has good explanations of the math involved. For anyone interested in the
use of math in sport or in football the book is well worth a read.”

Martin Grosman, “The best. The finest, most delightful soccer book I’ve ever read. I’ve got some
more reading and thinking to do. Thank you, David.”

AE3A, “Science friendly. Great book! As someone who works on public health-epidemiology I'm
used to statistical models, this book illustrate how soccer can be use as means of explaining this
models as well as how it can enrich research in all areas. Is good in math and soccer level, is
great to give you insights, particulary if you do research in any area or if you like soccer and
wanna get into the somewhat cryptic math of its statistics in order to filter the bs from media
expert. If you what you are looking for is "magic bullet" book for gambling, this won't be case.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good and entertaining soccer book. Compared to soccernomics this is
the much better book. It doesn't quite reach the writing quality of moneyball but it is nevertheless
entertaining and full of great insight and fun math applications.”

Will, “Awesome book if you like math and football. Extremely insightful on the relationship
between football and mathematics. Clearly illustrates the applications of mathematical theory’s
to the best teams of the current generation.”

Luke Davis, “Math and football equate to an interesting combination. I'm a great lover of
mathematics and its real world applications. Having read Soccernomics, I was drawn to this and
I've loved every page. The language isn't too technical and all the concepts described are easy



to understand. I'd definitely recommend this to anyone interested in either football or
mathematics or, like me, both.”

Mr. N. G, “Insightful. Many statistics I've talked about with friends! Fastest book I've read this
year,impossible to put down! Even managed to make a few quid from the betting ideas.
Recommend to anyone looking for some insight into our beautiful game.”

Ebook Library Reader, “As an engineer and as a nerd, this was perfect!. I’ve read a lot of books
on statistical analysis in sports. This is the first one I have about football that actually describes
the mathematical models used.There are also good anecdotes and quotes from players and
managers. There’s even a couple of chapters where the author attempts to beat the betting
market.I really liked it, but I enjoy numbers and do my own analysis as a hobby.”

Gripper17, “Interesting book worth a read.. Interesting book well worth a read.”

The book by Lauren Kate has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 163 people have provided feedback.
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